Learn about Tool Management System
Software that already helped over 1000 companies

Employ our tested solutions – both software and hardware

“It's the best innovation in asset management I've seen in many years” – Przemysław Hołowczyc – Stock Inventory CEO.

✔ Eliminate bottlenecks – don’t waste your time looking for tools.
✔ Limit wear and tear caused by careless use of gear and work clothes.
✔ Manage inspections and dates of approval.
✔ Permanently mark your assets.
✔ Increase employees’ responsibility for assets entrusted to them.
✔ Manage your tools efficiently all the way from their purchase to liquidation.

1. Create new entries or import data from Excel, ERP.
2. Mark your tools and assets.
3. Manage, control and save money.

Contact us today!
PWSK
44-117 Gliwice, ul. Toszecka 102 V floor
call: +48 32 279 17 83 email: biuro@pwsk.pl
Barcode – recommended for consumables, such as cutters, disks or gloves

Clear marking with a barcode

Quickly issue assets using a mobile terminal and Mobile Warehouse PWSK software

RFID chips – resistant to difficult working conditions in industry and construction

Quickly issue tools marked with hidden chips using an RFID reader

Permanently mark your gear using RFID UHF proximity tags

Customers’ experience with Tool Management System:

We wanted to avoid the chaos caused by the constant search for tools by introducing an exact record of all the assets.

The Tool Management System has proved itself very well in our company. It is rich in functions that supervise and manage our tools.

Easy location of equipment allows us to maximize its effective use and prevent unnecessary tool purchases. It has reduced the risk of failure to meet deadlines due to tool shortages.

The simplicity of monitoring the maintenance schedule helps in keeping our tools and machines in good condition.

We recommend PWSK as a company that produces software, which saves a considerable amount of time and money." – Lidingo Ytbehandling & Bygg AB, Piter Sowa

Mobile solution - quick and comfortable

Issue documents, monitor stock levels, asset location and dates of approval. Carry out inventory.

Contact us today! PWSK
44-117 Gliwice, ul. Toszecka 102 V floor
call. +48 32 279 17 83 email: biuro@pwsk.pl